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Upon entering, you're greeted by a well-maintained interior adorned in calming neutral tones, providing a blank canvas for personalisation. The ground floor features a modern open-plan layout
seamlessly connecting the living spaces. As you step through the hallway, you'll be welcomed into the inviting lounge-dining room, a versatile area perfect for relaxation or entertaining guests. The
high-end kitchen boasts a sleek L-shaped design with striking dark cabinets, elegantly contrasted by chic pale grey worktops and splashbacks. Equipped with integrated appliances, including double
ovens, a hob, dishwasher, and fridge-freezer, this culinary haven effortlessly combines style with functionality. Expansive sliding patio doors flood the space with natural light and offer access to the
rear garden.

Venture upstairs to discover two generously sized double bedrooms and a modern family bathroom, providing comfort and convenience for everyday living. Ascend to the second floor to uncover a
versatile loft space (no building regulations) illuminated by two Velux windows, ideal for use as a third bedroom, home office, hobby space, or additional accommodation.

Outside, a low-maintenance rear garden basks in sunlight, featuring expansive patio areas and an artificial lawn, perfect for al fresco dining and leisurely gatherings. A convenient side gate provides
access to the front driveway, ensuring effortless entry and exit.

Situated in a prime location, this property offers easy access to sought-after schools, local shops, and the University Hospital, catering to the diverse needs of families, professionals, and students alike.

Introducing your perfect first home located in the heart of Wyken! This spacious and extended end-of-terrace property offers an ideal choice for first-time buyers, combining ample space with
contemporary charm. The property is fully vacant and offered for sale with no chain!
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